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 The classification of emotions using electroencephalography (EEG) 

signals is inherently challenging due to the intricate nature of brain 

activity. Overcoming inconsistencies in EEG signals and establishing 

a universally applicable sentiment analysis model are essential 

objectives. This study introduces an innovative approach to cross-

subject emotion recognition, employing a genetic algorithm (GA) to 

eliminate non-informative frames. Then, the optimal frames 

identified by the GA undergo spatial feature extraction using common 

spatial patterns (CSP) and the logarithm of variance. Subsequently, 

these features are input into a Transformer network to capture spatio-

temporal features, and the emotion classification is executed using a 

fully connected (FC) layer with a Softmax activation function. 

Therefore, the innovations of this paper include using a limited 

number of channels for emotion classification without sacrificing 

accuracy, selecting optimal signal segments using the GA, and 

employing the Transformer network for high-accuracy and high-

speed classification. The proposed method undergoes evaluation on 

two publicly accessible datasets, SEED and SEED-V, across two 

distinct scenarios. Notably, it attains mean accuracy rates of 99.96% 

and 99.51% in the cross-subject scenario, and 99.93% and 99.43% in 

the multi-subject scenario for the SEED and SEED-V datasets, 

respectively. Noteworthy is the outperformance of the proposed 

method over the state-of-the-art (SOTA) in both scenarios for both 

datasets, thus underscoring its superior efficacy. Additionally, 

comparing the accuracy of individual subjects with previous works in 

cross subject scenario further confirms the superiority of the proposed 

method for both datasets. 
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1. Introduction 

The significance of emotion recognition has 

increased, given its applications in various fields 

such as brain-computer interfaces (BCI), mental 

health diagnosis, and fatigue and mental workload 

detection. Emotion recognition primarily follows 

two main approaches: the analysis of behavioral 

signals, including text, speech, and facial 

expressions, and the analysis of physiological 

signals derived from the eyes, brain, and heart 

utilizing tools like electrooculogram (EOG), 

electroencephalogram (EEG), and 

electrocardiogram (ECG). Physiological signals, 

emerging spontaneously and evading easy control 

by individuals, offer valuable avenues for studying 

emotion recognition. Particularly, EEG stands out 

for emotion recognition because it is highly reliable 

and accurately reflects real brain activity. 

However, the intrinsic complexity and variability 

of brain activity pose challenges in identifying 

emotions from EEG signals. Developing a cross-

subject model for sentiment detection based on 

EEG, which remains robust against various 

artifacts and is applicable to diverse individuals, 

poses a significant challenge. Addressing internally 
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generated artifacts, such as eye blinking (primarily 

occurring below 4 Hz), and externally generated 

artifacts from mains electricity (above 40 or 50 

Hz), numerous studies have employed a band-pass 

filter within the 4-45 Hz range [1]. Despite these 

efforts, certain uninformative parts persist in the 

signal, resisting removal via these preprocessing 

methods. These parts can adversely affect the 

accuracy of emotion classification. Furthermore, 

emotional EEG signals are characterized by 

extended lengths, not only reducing the precision 

of emotion detection algorithms but also 

prolonging their processing time. In a study 

conducted by Hsu et al. [2], active segment 

selection is executed through continuous wavelet 

transform (CWT) and Student's two-sample t-

statistics to identify optimal time frames in the 

time-frequency domain. However, the proposed 

approach, emphasizing the time domain, involves 

the initial segmentation of EEG signals, followed 

by the removal of irrelevant frames using a genetic 

algorithm (GA). Deep learning networks, 

extensively employed across diverse domains [3-

9], have proven effective in addressing individual 

variability within EEG signals. Sartipi et al. [10] 

integrated Transformers (TF) and adversarial 

discriminative domain adaptation (ADDA) 

techniques for cross-subject emotion recognition, 

utilizing ADDA to minimize disparities in EEG 

data collected from various subjects. Wang et al. 

[11] utilized a convolutional neural network (CNN) 

named SACNN for cross-subject emotion 

recognition. They trained the network using the top 

10 channels with the highest accuracy, identified 

through separate training on EEG data from each 

of the 62 channels. In their study, Luan et al. [12] 

introduced Bi-CapsNet, a model tailored for cross-

subject EEG emotion recognition, incorporating a 

Bi-hemispheric Capsule Network. Their 

methodology includes a long short-term memory 

(LSTM) layer to capture the asymmetry in 

emotional expression between the left and right 

hemispheres of the human brain. While CNNs 

effectively identify spatial patterns, they encounter 

challenges in capturing the inherent temporal 

connections in EEG signals due to their local 

feature learning mechanism [13]. Conversely, 

recurrent networks such as LSTM excel in 

capturing temporal relationships and managing the 

non-stationary characteristics of signals [14]. 

Nevertheless, these models encounter difficulties 

in managing prolonged connections. The attention 

mechanism, proven effective in EEG classification, 

especially in noisy environments, empowers the 

model to prioritize essential elements within the 

EEG signal, thereby improving its ability to 

understand extensive connections. Moreover, it has 

demonstrated enhancements in diverse EEG 

classification tasks [15] by enabling the model to 

focus exclusively on the most relevant signal 

segments. While the Transformer has its 

advantages, it faces difficulties in effectively 

capturing relationships between different EEG 

channels. On the other hand, the common spatial 

pattern (CSP) [16, 17] proves adept at representing 

interconnections among EEG channels. Hence, this 

study introduces a cross-subject approach for 

classifying emotions based on EEG signals. After 

signal segmentation and optimal frame selection 

through GA, the focus shifts to extracting spatio-

temporal features using both CSP and a 

Transformer network (its encoder part) [18]. These 

extracted spatio-temporal features are then fed into 

the Softmax activation function for emotion 

classification. The principal contributions of this 

article can be summarized as follows: 

1- Reduction of channels from 62 to 14 channels 

without compromising accuracy. 

2- Feature selection based on GA 

3- Utilizing the Transformer model as a classifier 

for rapid and highly accurate emotion 

categorization. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: 

Section 2 reviews related work, Section 3 

introduces the datasets and the proposed model. 

The results and analysis are discussed in Section 4. 

Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusion. 

 
2. Related Work 

In this section, we offer a brief overview of recent 

advancements in EEG-based emotion recognition 

and related domains, categorizing them from two 

perspectives: 

1-Feature representation: This part provides a 

concise review of diverse feature representations 

employed in EEG-based emotion recognition and 

related fields. An increasing number of research 

efforts have adopted features such as differential 

entropy (DE) and power spectral density (PSD) to 

extract information from emotional EEG signals. 

For instance, Li et al. [19] conducted a study where 

subsequent to extracting temporal variation and 

spatial topological information using single-

channel DE and cross-channel functional 

connectivity, this information was input into a 

novel convolutional graph attention network for the 

extraction of higher-level graph structural 

information. In the model developed by Iyer et al. 

[20], DE is computed for each of the five frequency 

bands in EEG signals. Subsequently, they 

constructed a hybrid model that integrates CNN 

and LSTM components to achieve precise emotion 
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detection. Kanuboyina et al. [21] introduced the 

PCA-ANN model, employing fast Fourier 

transform (FFT) with PSD to generate feature 

vectors from EEG signals. Following this, principal 

component analysis (PCA) was applied to reduce 

the dimensionality of the extracted features, and 

artificial neural network (ANN) was employed for 

emotion recognition. In a different approach, Zong 

et al. [22] presented the FCAN–XGBoos model, 

which extracts both DE and PSD features from four 

frequency bands of EEG signals. However, DE, 

akin to PSD, lacks the capability to capture spatial 

information across different EEG channels. 

Furthermore, both methodologies exhibit 

sensitivity to noise, and considering the inherent 

noise present in EEG signals, this sensitivity may 

lead to less resilient feature extraction. Wavelet 

transform is a frequently employed technique for 

EEG-based emotion classification in the literature 

[23]. However, it may not comprehensively capture 

intricate temporal details, as its ability to represent 

rapid changes in the signal may be constrained by 

the chosen wavelet basis and decomposition levels. 

Additionally, some studies opt for the use of raw 

EEG signals. For example, Han et al. [24] 

implemented E2ENNet, an end-to-end network. 

They segmented signals using a sliding window of 

1-second duration, subsequently passing these 

frames through Conv2D, DepthwiseConv2D, 

SeparableConv2D, and LSTM layers for spatial 

and temporal feature extraction. 

2- Models: This section offers a concise overview 

of recent models employed in EEG-based emotion 

recognition, categorized into two groups: machine 

learning and deep learning models [25]. 

Conventional machine learning methodologies 

include support vector machine (SVM), k-nearest 

neighbor (K-NN), Linear Discriminant Analysis 

(LDA), logistic regression (LR), ensemble learning 

and Naïve Bayes [26, 27]. As exemplified, Chen et 

al. [28] proposed an approach for emotion 

classification based on EEG utilizing SVM and 

Stacked Auto-Encoder (SAE). Their approach 

focused on feature extraction, specifically 

emphasizing the calculation of energy means for 

detail coefficients. The effectiveness of these 

features was validated, establishing a foundation 

for practical implementation in human-computer 

interaction (HCI). In Li et al.'s study [29], the 

extraction of brain rhythm codes was undertaken, 

and four classifiers (K-NN, SVM, LDA, and LR) 

were employed to identify the single optimal 

channel-specific feature yielding the highest 

accuracy in emotion recognition. This feature 

selection process provides valuable insights for 

creating portable BCI devices that are capable of 

recognizing emotions. In Kamble et al.'s research 

[30], they incorporated a technique based on dual 

decomposition into an ensemble learning 

framework. Following preprocessing, a set of 31 

statistical features was derived from the dual-

decomposed EEG signal. These features were 

subsequently utilized as inputs for five distinct 

ensemble learning algorithms, namely bagging, 

random forest, rotation forest, adaptive boosting, 

and extreme gradient boosting. Notably, among 

these algorithms, bagging demonstrated superior 

performance in the context of emotion recognition. 

Goshvarpour et al. [31] examined the influence of 

the number of selected features on emotion 

recognition, employing Naïve Bayes and K-NN. 

Their investigation revealed that opting for nine 

top-ranked features led to 6-NN outperforming 

other K-NN classification methods on the SEED-

IV dataset. Conversely, Naïve Bayes demonstrated 

superior performance when only five features were 

selected. However, while traditional machine 

learning methods exhibit commendable accuracy 

in emotion recognition, they face challenges in 

extracting deeper features. Moreover, certain 

complexities in EEG-based emotion recognition 

remain unaddressed by these conventional 

approaches. Notably, the variability of EEG signals 

across individuals presents a formidable challenge 

in establishing a cross-subject approach. However, 

recently introduced deep learning methodologies 

have demonstrated efficacy in overcoming these 

challenges. Among the prominent techniques for 

emotion recognition, CNN, graph convolutional 

network (GCN), deep belief network (DBN), and 

recurrent networks including recurrent neural 

network (RNN), gated recurrent units (GRU), 

LSTM, and BiLSTM stand out. In recent 

investigations, conventional CNNs have been 

utilized to capture spatial information among 

distinct EEG channels [32]. Immanuel et al. [33] 

proposed a model incorporating PCA for feature 

dimensionality reduction, where the selected 

features are input into the DCNNER classifier—a 

deep convolutional neural network—to discern the 

presence of stress in an individual. To account for 

correlations among various EEG channels and 

address long-term dependencies and contextual 

information within the signals, Chao et al. [34] 

introduced a framework known as deep belief-

conditional random field (DBN-CRF). Notably, 

they applied the conditional random field 

methodology to DBNs for the first time in the 

context of emotion detection. Additionally, several 

studies have employed GCNs to extract spatial 

features [35]. However, networks such as CNN, 

DBN, and GCN may not inherently address 
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temporal dependencies within EEG signals as 

effectively as recurrent networks. Jehosheba 

Margaret et al.'s [36] research aims to assess the 

efficacy of a novel hybrid BiLSTM model in 

classifying 16 emotions within a three-dimensional 

model. The study further compares the 

performance of this model with other deep learning 

approaches, including CNN, LSTM, Hybrid Bi-

LSTM, and Hybrid Bi-GRU, to identify the most 

suitable model. FFT is employed to convert time-

domain data into the frequency domain in all 

models. Experimental results revealed that Hybrid 

GRU achieved the highest accuracy, followed by 

Hybrid BiLSTM. However, recurrent networks 

face limitations in extracting spatial features from 

EEG signals. Additionally, Transformers 

demonstrate superior capability in capturing long-

range dependencies due to their self-attention 

mechanism. Consequently, in the proposed 

approach, after employing a GA to determine 

optimal frames, each frame undergoes CSP 

application followed by the logarithm of variance 

to extract spatial features. Subsequently, these 

spatial features are sequentially input into a 

Transformer to extract spatio-temporal features. 

 

3. Proposed Method and Datasets 

This section offers insights into the utilized 

datasets, the applied preprocessing methods, the 

proposed model, details concerning the model's 

parameters, and information about the hardware 

employed in the study. 

 

3.1. EEG datasets associated with emotional 

states 

In this study, experiments were conducted using 

two publicly available emotional EEG datasets, 

namely SEED and SEED-V, to assess the learning 

efficacy of the proposed model. The SEED dataset 

[37, 38], also known as the SJTU Emotion EEG 

Dataset, gathers emotional EEG data from 15 

subjects, including seven males and eight females. 

Participants were exposed to film clips eliciting 

three distinct emotional tendencies: negative, 

positive, and neutral. The SEED-V dataset [39] is 

a multimodal emotion recognition dataset, 

incorporating EEG and eye movement (EM) 

signals. An enhancement of the original SEED 

dataset, it broadens emotional categories to include 

Neutrality, Happiness, Sadness, Fear, and Disgust. 

This dataset comprises 16 subjects, including six 

males and ten females, who viewed 15 film clips 

designed to evoke these five emotions. Detailed 

information about these datasets is outlined in 

Table 1. 
 

Table 1. The details of datasets employed for the 

proposed method. 

Dataset Subjects Channels Sampling Rate 

(HZ) 

Classes 

SEED 15 62 1000 3 

SEED-V 16 62 1000 5 

 

3.2. Preprocessing  

In the SEED dataset, the signals were recorded 

starting 5 seconds before the onset of the video 

clips and continued for 15 seconds after their 

conclusion. During the preprocessing stage, these 

signal parts are cropped. As EEG is a non-invasive 

method that captures brain activity from the scalp, 

the signals are susceptible to various artifacts. 

Participant actions such as scalp muscle 

contractions or blinking can introduce artifacts like 

EOG, typically characterized by low frequencies 

below 4 Hz. Additionally, the presence of similar 

devices near the EEG recording setup can 

introduce noise to the signals. Fortunately, the 

frequencies of these artifacts are often above 50 Hz 

and can be easily mitigated using a low-pass filter. 

Hence, many studies on EEG-based emotion 

recognition commonly filter signals between 4 and 

45 Hz. Furthermore, recognizing the significance 

of alpha (8-13 Hz), beta (14-30 Hz), and gamma 

(31-50 Hz) frequencies in emotions, this paper 

employs a band-pass filter to exclude frequencies 

higher than 50 Hz and lower than 8 Hz. For this 

purpose, a Butterworth filter has been employed in 

this paper. It allows the specification of the filter 

type, filter order and the cutoff frequencies. The 

type of this filter is configured as “band-pass” with 

an order of 3, where the cutoff frequencies are set 

to 8Hz and 50Hz. To ensure the isolation of signals 

from each brain lobe and prevent contamination 

from other lobes, a common average reference 

(CAR) filter is implemented. This filter not only 

enhances the spatial resolution of EEG signals but 

also improves their signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by 

eliminating specific artifacts. Using all EEG 

channels would increase the computational load 

due to the expansion of the feature matrix 

dimensions. Additionally, not all EEG channels 

equally contribute to emotional brain activity, with 

certain brain lobes, particularly the temporal and 

frontal lobes, being more involved during EEG-

based emotional experiences [40-42]. Inclusion of 

irrelevant channels from other lobes may introduce 

noise, decreasing the performance of emotion 

recognition systems. Therefore, it is essential to 

selectively choose active channels. In this study, 

only the channels of the frontal lobe, including 

FPZ, AF3, FP1, FP2, AF4, FZ, F1, F3, F5, F7, F2, 

F4, F6, F8, are chosen. Additionally, before 

injecting spatial features into the Transformer, 
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normalization is conducted on them. 

MinMaxScaleris used for this purpose. It is a 

feature scaling technique commonly used in 

machine learning, which transforms the data by 

scaling each feature to a specified range, typically 

between 0 and 1. The purpose is to ensure that all 

features contribute equally to the analysis and 

prevent some features from dominating due to their 

larger scales. 

 

3.3. The proposed method  

In EEG signals, especially those related to 

emotions, a notable limitation is their high 

resolution, capturing brain activity at the same 

speed it occurs. Recorded through numerous 

electrodes on the scalp, these signals result in a 

substantial volume. This volume not only lessens 

the speed of classification process but can also, at 

times, compromise accuracy. Evolutionary 

algorithms serve as a technique to address 

dimensionality reduction in EEG brain signal 

analysis for channel selection [43] and feature 

selection [44], demonstrating superior performance 

compared to other feature selection methods. Thus, 

this article proposes a method that utilizes the GA 

to eliminate unnecessary frames. Before applying 

GA, the signals are initially segmented into 50 

equal frames. This segmentation is performed 

statically by sliding a window with a duration of 

0.7 second (Figure 1 part (a)). Subsequently, after 

applying some preprocessing steps, spatial feature 

vectors for each frame of a trial are extracted using 

CSP and log of variance (Figure 1 part (b)). The 

utilization of the log of variance emerges as the 

appropriate technique for feature extraction 

following the implementation of the CSP method. 

This choice is motivated by the fact that the CSP 

method transforms the data into a space where high 

separation between classes is achieved, akin to the 

PCA method but in a supervised manner. 

Therefore, extracting the variance feature from 

data that has achieved high separation is the 

optimal choice. In the GA, an initial population is 

established by generating binary chromosomes 

with randomly assigned values. The number of 

genes in a chromosome is equal to the number of 

frames in a trial. Subsequently, based on the genes 

of each chromosome, the feature vectors 

corresponding to the frames of a trial are either 

retained (when the value is 1) or removed (when 

the value is 0). A separate classifier is considered 

for each chromosome, and for each chromosome, 

the final feature vectors related to all trials are 

divided into training data (80% of the data) and test 

data (20% of the data). The classifier associated 

with this chromosome is then trained using its 

corresponding training data. Subsequently, the 

fitness value of this chromosome is calculated 

based on the classification of test data using the 

following formula: 
The number of correctly classified data

Total number of test data
Fitness   (1) 

 

 
Figure 1. (a) Static segmentation of a trial into 50 equal 

frames each with a duration of 700 milliseconds, (b) The 

extraction of spatial features from individual frames. 
 

After executing this operation for all chromosomes 

and calculating the fitness value for each, crossover 

and mutation operations are applied to generate a 

new population. This new population subsequently 

replaces the previous one. This iterative process is 

repeated multiple times, and the stopping criterion 

is either that the fitness values of the chromosomes 

remain unchanged from one population to another 

or the number of iterations reaches a predefined 

limit. The proposed GA model (Figure 2) 

comprises a population of 68 chromosomes, 

considering 100 epochs, with crossover and 

mutation rates set at 99% and 1% respectively.  
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the proposed frame selection method using the GA. 

 

Once optimal frames of emotional EEG signals are 

determined through GA, their spatial feature 

vectors are sequentially input into a Transformer 

network to extract features enriched both 

temporally and spatially. The number of 

Transformer layers is set to 2, and the number of 

heads is set to 16. These spatiotemporal features 

are then fed into a fully connected (FC) layer, 

followed by a Softmax activation function for 

classification. Therefore, this paper integrates 

traditional methods (CSP and GA) with deep 

learning models (Transformer). CSP not only 

enhances signal separability but is also employed 

for spatial feature extraction through the utilization 

of the logarithm of variance. The overall 

architecture of the proposed method is illustrated in 

Figure 3. 

 

3.4. Model parameters and hardware 

specifications 

A part of the proposed methodology, 

encompassing preprocessing steps like the CAR 

filter, frequency filtering, and CSP method, was 

implemented using MATLAB R2016a 64-bit. The 

MATLAB software operated on a personal 

computer running a 64-bit Windows 10 operating 

system with 4GB of RAM and an Intel(R) Core 

(TM) i5-2430M CPU. Additionally, GA and 

Transformer algorithms were executed using 

Python. The execution took place on Google 

Colab, which is equipped with 13GB of RAM. The 

learning rate for this network was configured to 

0.00001, and the number of epochs was set to 1000. 

 

4. Results and analysis 

The proposed method undergoes evaluation from 

two perspectives: cross-subject and multi-subject. 

The subsequent section provides the experimental 

results, accompanied by a comparison between 

these results and the current state-of-the-art 

(SOTA). 

 
4.1. Multi-subject scenario 

In a multi-subject scenario, following a common 

practice in various studies, the data is split into two 

parts – one assigned for training and the other for 

testing, regardless of individual subjects. In this 

study, 80% of the data is allocated for training 

purposes, while the remaining 20% is reserved for 

testing. To ensure a robust performance 

assessment, the proposed method employs k-fold 

cross-validation, with k configured to 10. This 

approach allows for a comprehensive assessment 

of the model's effectiveness. A comparative 

analysis between the proposed model and SOTA 

models in EEG-based emotion recognition, 

performed on the SEED and SEED-V datasets, 

highlights the significant performance of the 

proposed method, as illustrated in Table 2. 

Remarkably, the proposed model demonstrates 

exceptional performance on the SEED-V dataset, 

overcoming challenges that earlier models faced in 

achieving high accuracy. The key element 

contributing to this improved accuracy stems from 

the identification and elimination of irrelevant 

frames by the GA. In addition, it is evident that the 

accuracy achieved on the SEED dataset surpasses 

that on the SEED-V dataset. This difference can be 

attributed to the smaller number of classes and 

individuals in the SEED dataset. As a result, the 

proposed model demonstrates a notably quicker 

convergence time on the SEED dataset in 

comparison to the SEED-V dataset.
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Figure 3. The overall architecture of the proposed model: After identifying the optimal frames using GA, the spatial 

features extracted from these frames are sequentially input into a Transformer and then into an MLP for emotion 

classification. 

 
Table 2. Comparing the mean accuracy (%) of the 

proposed method in 10-fold cross-validation with SOTA 

emotion recognition models on SEED and SEED-V 

datasets (multi-subject scenario) 
Ref. Models SEED SEED-V 

Cizmeci et al. [45] Capsule 
Network 

98.21 - 

Alotaibi et al. [46] DNN 96.95 - 

Gong et al. [47] Transformer & 

CNN 

98.47 - 

Zhang et al. [48] DWT and CNN - 82.06 

Jadhav et al. [49] CNN 97.09 88.23 

Ours Transformer 99.93 99.43 

 

4.2. Cross subject scenario 

Extending emotion recognition technology to real-

life scenarios faces challenges due to individual 

variability. An ideal model should be applicable to 

various subjects without sacrificing accuracy. To 

tackle this challenge, Transfer Learning has gained 

considerable attention and practical application in 

research [50]. Therefore, in the cross-subject 

scenario of the proposed method, the Transformer 

network is initialized with weights from the multi-

subject model. Subsequently, a cross-validation 

task utilizing the Leave-One-Out approach is 

executed, wherein the proposed method is trained 

using data from all individuals except one. The data 

from the excluded subject is then employed as the 

test data. This process is iteratively repeated for all 

individuals, and to ensure result reliability, 10 

experiments were conducted per individual. Mean 

classification accuracies were computed from these 

experiments, offering insights into the performance 

of the proposed model for each subject. The 

cumulative accuracy across all subjects and 

experiments contributes to the overall accuracy in 

the cross-subject scenario. Applying Transfer 

Learning in the cross-subject scenario facilitated 

faster convergence of the network and raised its 

accuracy. This procedure was conducted on two 

datasets, SEED and SEED-V, with Table 3 

presenting the average accuracy for each subject. 

Average accuracies range from 99.56% to 100% in 

the SEED dataset and from 99.11% to 100% in the 

SEED-V dataset. Notably, experimental results 

highlight comparatively lower performance for the 

second participant in the SEED dataset and the 

twelfth and sixteenth participants in the SEED-V 

dataset compared to other participants. To 

highlight the excellent performance of the 

proposed method, the accuracy of each individual 

is compared with that of the SOTA models on both 

datasets. As evident from Figure 4 parts (a) and (b), 

the proposed method outperformed all other 

models for every participant across both datasets. 

This emphasizes the effectiveness and superior 

performance of the proposed model. 
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Table 3. The performance of the proposed method across various individuals in the SEED and SEED-V datasets using 10 

experiments (cross-subject scenario). 

 
Subject SEED SEED-V Subject SEED SEED-V 

SBJ 1 100 99.78 SBJ 9 100 99.33 

SBJ 2 99.56 99.33 SBJ 10 100 99.33 

SBJ 3 99.98 99.78 SBJ 11 100 99.55 

SBJ 4 100 99.78 SBJ 12 100 99.11 

SBJ 5 99.98 99.55 SBJ 13 100 100 

SBJ 6 100 99.33 SBJ 14 100 99.33 

SBJ 7 100 99.78 SBJ 15 99.99 99.55 

SBJ 8 100 99.55 SBJ 16 - 99.11 

Mean  99.96 99.51 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Comparative analysis of individual accuracy in the proposed method versus SOTA models under cross-subject 

scenario (a) SEED-V Dataset, (b) SEED Dataset.

Across 10 experiments, the proposed method 

attained an average accuracy of 99.96% on the 

SEED dataset and 99.51% on the SEED-V dataset. 

Table 4 compares the overall mean accuracy across 

all subjects in the cross-subject scenario with 

SOTA models. As evident, the proposed method 

has significantly outperformed SOTA models. The 

effectiveness of this method can be attributed to 

various preprocessing techniques and the 

integration of both traditional and modern 

methodologies. These include utilizing CSP for 

improved signal separability, employing a 

Transformer for efficient extraction of temporal 

features in extended emotional signals, and 

notably, implementing a GA to identify the most 

informative segments of EEG signals. 

 

Table 4. Comparative analysis of the proposed 

model's average accuracy (%) in 10-fold cross-validation 

with SOTA models in emotion recognition on SEED and 

SEED-V datasets (cross-subject scenario). 
Ref. Models Dataset1: 

SEED 

Dataset2: 

SEED-V 

Haq et al [57] KNN, SVM 
and Tree 

Ensemble 

96.7 - 

Iyer et al [20] CNN and 

LSTM 

97.16 - 

Dharia et al [51] MDLM - 72.3 

Zhu et al [50] MLP 83.21 60.17 

Zhang et al [58] CNN 96.36 - 

Li et al [59] Transformer 90.37 - 

Esmaeili et al 
[60] 

BiLSTM 99.93 - 

Jin et al [61] GCN - 61.78 

Ours Transformer 99.96 99.51 
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5. Conclusion 

This study presents an effective model for EEG-

based emotion recognition, demonstrating 

significant improvements over current 

methodologies. The proposed method optimizes 

signal separation using CSP and subsequently 

employs the logarithm of variance for extracting 

spatial features. This sequential application of CSP 

and logarithm of variance has demonstrated 

efficacy in capturing spatial information. Because 

calculating the variance feature for data that has 

achieved high separation is a worthy choice. 

Recognizing that not all signal segments carry 

relevant emotional information, a GA was 

employed to eliminate less informative segments in 

post-segmentation. Following this, realizing the 

significance of temporal details in EEG signals, a 

Transformer was incorporated to extract temporal 

features from the remaining frames. Utilizing its 

attention mechanism, this network excels in 

extracting features from the extended sequences 

inherent in emotional EEG signals, surpassing 

recurrent networks in performance. The proposed 

method underwent evaluation in both cross-subject 

and multi-subject scenarios on the SEED and 

SEED-V datasets. Impressive accuracies of 

99.96% and 99.51% were achieved for the cross-

subject scenario, and 99.93% and 99.43% for the 

multi-subject scenario, on SEED and SEED-V 

datasets, respectively, surpassing current SOTA 

models for both scenarios and datasets. 

Furthermore, a comparative analysis of the 

accuracy of individual subjects with previous 

studies in a cross-subject scenario reaffirms the 

superiority of the proposed method across both 

datasets. This enhanced performance arises from 

the deliberate fusion of CSP and Transformer for 

effective spatiotemporal feature extraction, along 

with the integration of GA for identifying 

informative signal segments. Additionally, the 

utilization of Transfer Learning in the cross-subject 

scenario significantly improved the convergence 

speed of the Transformer network and enhanced its 

accuracy. 
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  چکیده:

دارد. غلبه بر  یذات یهاچالش ،یمغز تیفعال دهیچیپ تیماه لیبه دل (EEG) یالکتروانسفالوگراف یهاگنالیاحساسات با استفاده از س یبنددسته

 یبرا هنوآوران کردیرو کیمطالعه  نیهستند. ا یاهداف ضرور ،یاحساسات قابل استفاده عموم لیمدل تحل کی جادیو ا EEG یهاگنالیدر س هایناهمسان

 GAتوسط  نهیبه هایمی. سپس، فرکندیم یمعرف یراطلاعاتیغ هایمیحذف فر یبرا (GA) کیژنت تمیافراد را با استفاده از الگور نیاحساسات ب صیتشخ

 هایژگیو نیادامه، ا ر. دکنندیرا تجربه م ییفضا یژگیاستخراج و ار،یانحراف مع تمیو لگار (CSP)مشترک  ییفضا یشده، با استفاده از الگوها ییشناسا

با تابع  (FC)کاملاً متصل  هیلا کیاحساسات با استفاده از  یبندرا به دست آورده و دسته یزمان-ییفضا یهایژگیتا و شوندیبه شبکه ترنسفورمر داده م

احساسات بدون کاهش  یبنددسته یبرا هاالاز کان یمقاله شامل استفاده از تعداد محدود نیا یهاینوآور ن،یانجام شود. بنابرا Softmax یسازفعال

 یشنهادی. روش پباشدیبا دقت و سرعت بالا م یبنددسته یو استفاده از شبکه ترنسفورمر برا GAبا استفاده از  نهیبه گنالیس یهادقت، انتخاب بخش

 در ٪99.51 و ٪99.96 نیانگیدقت م زانیتوجه، م ل. به طور قابشودیم یابیدر دو حالت مختلف ارز، SEED-Vو  SEED ،یبر دو مجموعه داده عموم

 یشنهادی. ملاحظه شود که روش پدیآیبه دست م SEED-Vو  SEED یهامجموعه داده برای افراد چند حالت در ٪99.43 و ٪99.93افراد و  نبی حالت

در  یقبل یدقت افراد مختلف با کارها سهیمقا ن،ی.علاوه بر ابخشد¬یموجود را بهبود م یهاهر دو مجموعه داده، عملکرد روش یدر هر دو حالت و برا

 .کندیم دییهر دو مجموعه داده را تأ یبرا یشنهادیروش پ یموضوع برتر نیاز هم شتریافراد، ب نیحالت ب

 .کیژنت تمیالگور ،یبندمیتقس ،ترنسفورمر انکودر، (CSP)مشترک  ییفضا یاحساسات، الگو صی، تشخ(EEG)الکتروانسفالوگرام  :کلمات کلیدی

 


